
Preflight Weather Briefing

Reference Source

● Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM)

o §7-1-5 Preflight Briefing

Study Questions

Module Objectives

1. Why does the federal government spend millions of dollars each year on a telephone briefing

service for pilots?

a) They have all the money anyway, so they might as well spend some of it on pilots.

b) Labor union bylaws require humans to be involved in all weather dissemination processes.

c) Relevant, accurate weather information makes for better preflight decisions and safer skies.

2. How should a VFR pilot think about preflight weather briefings?

a) As something only of real importance to IFR pilots

b) As a valuable supplement to other automated and online weather information sources

c) As the first step in weather research for a specific flight

AIM §7-1-5 – Preflight Briefing

3. Who provides preflight briefings and inflight weather information to pilots?

a) Air traffic controllers

b) Automated forecasting computers

c) Flight service stations

4. The pilot weather briefers at (800) WX-BRIEF are qualified and certificated by the National

Weather Service and are authorized to

a) make original forecasts.

b) translate and interpret available forecasts and reports to describe weather conditions along

your route of flight.

c) approve VFR pilots for flight into controller airspace provide weather conditions are above VFR

minimums.

5. Why don’t most pilots review aviation weather reports, forecasts, and charts in person at a Flight

Service Station office at an airport?

a) All Flight Service Station offices at airports are now closed.

b) FSS has been centralized into a few airport locations, with most pilots accessing the service via

telephone or radio.

c) Flight Service Stations are off-limits to pilots (except for some authorized air transport pilots.)

6. What are the three types of preflight briefings available to pilots?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
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7. When is a standard briefing appropriate?

a) Any time you are planning a flight and you have not received a previous briefing

b) When a pilot has not previously received a briefing of mass disseminated FSS information

c) When the proposed flight will occur after a delay of six or more hours

8. Which is an example of adverse conditions in a preflight briefing? (Check all that apply.)

□ Airport closures

□ Taxiway closures

□ Thunderstorms

□ Air traffic delays

□ Changes to daylight savings time

9. On what basis would a briefer make the decision to advise “VFR flight is not recommended?”

a) When sky conditions or visibility are present or forecasted that in the briefer’s judgment make

flight under VFR doubtful

b) When FAA rules dictate that VFR flight is prohibited, especially at night for student pilots

c) When SIGMETs or AIRMETs exist along the route of flight

10. What is a synopsis?

a) An outline of the sections to follow in the briefing

b) A brief statement of weather systems and/or air masses which might affect the proposed flight

c) The negative effects of synergy and hypnosis that is especially dangerous to new pilots

11. Which of the following best describes the source(s) of information a preflight briefer uses to

determine current weather conditions?

a) METARs

b) AWOS/ASOS

c) All available sources

12. What weather information is provided about the intended destination?

a) Current METAR

b) Forecast valid for the proposed arrival time

c) Forecast weather and clouds ±2 hours from now

13. How are winds and temperatures provided to pilots?

a) Winds forecast at 3,000 feet intervals over major air terminals

b) Surface winds along the intended route of flight

c) Winds interpolated by the briefer for the intended course and altitude
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14. Why are NOTAMs included in the weather briefing?

a) NOTAMs stands for New Off-Terminal AIRMETs announced within one hour of flight time for

areas between major air terminals.

b) NOTAMs are integral to interpreting weather information.

c) NOTAMs such as airport closures or VOR outages are as important to preflight planning as

weather information, and the preflight briefing is a good channel to ensure that pilots have

this information.

15. What are ATC delays?

a) Traffic flow advisories which might affect the proposed flight

b) Notices of personnel changeover periods at Air Traffic Control stations

c) The signal lag time between transmission and receipt when flying directly away from ATC

transmission towers

16. How can a pilot get information about Special Use Airspace, SUAs (e.g., MOAs, MTRs)?

a) It is a part of a standard briefing and the briefer will provide it.

b) By accessing Telephone Information Briefing Service (TIBS)

c) By asking for it during the preflight briefing

17. If two hours before a flight a pilot obtains a standard briefing for preflight planning purposes, when

might the pilot request an abbreviated briefing?

a) Just prior to flight to see if there have been changes to any information

b) Upon reaching the halfway point along the route of flight

c) Once the tower controller has authorized the use of an abbreviated aircraft call sign

18. Outlook briefings are given for flights with a proposed time of departure that is

____________________ hours away.

19. When filing a VFR flight plan, what will the briefer ask you about weather information?

a) If you want a weather briefing at the same time

b) For the ATIS information code at your departure airport

c) To call while in flight to obtain an abbreviated briefing for destination information

20. Select the answers below that make the statements true.

An inflight weather briefing may / may not be obtained by contacting the nearest FSS,

although pilots are encouraged to obtain preflight briefings after / before departure via

ADS-B In / telephone.

After communication has been established, advise the specialist of the type / date of briefing

and provide appropriate documentation / background. Pilots are discouraged / encouraged to

provide a continuous exchange of information on weather, winds, turbulence, flight visibility,

icing, etc., between pilots and inflight specialists. Pilots should report only bad / both good

and bad weather, and confirm only unexpected /unexpected and expected conditions.
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Assignment Answers

Answers

1. c

2. b

3. c

4. b

5. b

6. standard, abbreviated, and outlook

7. b

8. Examples of “adverse conditions” in a preflight briefing include:

⌧ Airport closures

□ Taxiway closures

⌧ Thunderstorms

⌧ Air traffic delays

□ Change to daylight savings time

9. a

10. b

11. c

12. b

13. c

14. c

15. a

16. c

17. a

18. six or more

19. a

20. may ; before; telephone

type; background; encouraged; both good and bad; unexpected and expected
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